MATCHING BONUS EXPLANATION

▪

▪

▪

Matching Bonus is an additional option
for affiliates to increase their income.
It generates commissions, based on the
dtp´s* (cycles**) that are paid to the
members of your team.
Depending on your status (Bronze,
Silver, Gold or VIP) the Matching Bonus
is counted out of the next maximum 7
levels where dual commissions out of
cycles have been earned (see chart).

*dual team payouts

GENERATION

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

VIP

1st

5%

5%

5%

5%

2nd

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

4th

5%

5%

5th

5%

5%

3rd

6th

5%

7th

5%

** 1 cycle = matching 50 units / with 25 units
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How to achieve the Matching Bonus
To have the possibility of receiving the matching bonus, you need to have an active status. To achieve
an active status, YOU need to have dtp´s or direct commission from dual system in the previous
weekly pay period. If your status shows as inactive you are not eligible for the Matching Bonus. Once
you become active again, your income from the matching bonus will resume.
Example 1:
YOU are on active status and only one of your
downline affiliates received a dual commission in
value of €3200. For that commission you receive 5%
out of this €3200 = €160.
Example 2:
YOU are on active status and there have been three
affiliates who generated dual commission last week.
(See chart)

Pay-out on dual- commission
5% commission
Total commission:

Affiliate 1

Affiliate 2

Affiliate 3

€3200

€5000

€8000

€160

€250

€400

€810

*dual team payouts
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The Compression within the Matching Bonus
If you are on Active Status in the Matching Bonus your receive commissions out of those levels which
created dtp´s* in the depth.
Example for VIP:
1st level:
2nd level:
3rd level:
4th level:
5th level:
6th level:
7th level:
8th level:
9th level:
10th level:
*dual team payouts

3 user with dual commissions
0
1 user with dual commission
0
5
0
0
0
0
5

your 1st level in the MB
your 2nd level in the MB

your 3rd level in the MB

your 4th level in the MB

…… ongoing until 7 active levels are identified to count
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You can check your active
status anytime on your
dashboard.
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https://goldstandardbank.group/
https://karatbars.com/

https://karatgold.io/
https://karatcoinbank.io/
https://karatbit.com/
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